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Optimize Data for Supply Charge Automation

of supply chain leaders say data and 
analytics are the highest priority areas 
for improvement in 20191 

1 https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/supply-chain/3-ways-to-understand-healthcare-supply-chain-in-a-changing-market.html
2 https://rsmus.com/what-we-do/industries/health-care/operating-room-supply-chain-management-a-case-study-webcast-reca.html

Ownership of OR supply chain 
managed at departmental level has created silos.2

A recent case study on the operating room supply chain found that founda-
tional data used in preference cards is inaccurate, charging has vague descrip-
tions and lack of maintenance making it error prone, and billing is difficult 
because of missing item numbers and inaccurate pricing.2

To improve these underlying issues in the supply chain, especially with 
high-dollar OR devices and supplies, organizations must have a way to bridge the gaps between data silos 
and improve the master data accuracy of the item master, chargemaster, and OR files.  

Trisus Supply is the solution that shows a consolidated view of the data between silos to help supply chain 
and revenue integrity leaders understand where breakdowns occur. Our solution helps establish a more 
efficient OR supply chain strategy based on accurate data, improving and sustaining revenue integrity.  
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Focusing on the OR, Trisus Supply takes a new, innovative approach to supply charge automation. Using 
foundational data from your item master, OR file, and chargemaster we can identify gaps in data between 
the systems. Another layer of data applied comes from our Supplies Assistant database, providing valuable 
HCPCS coding and description information for costly devices and implants.

Trisus Supply maximizes supply charge automation

You want to ensure you are billing for every reimbursable device. Trisus Supply examines differences in 
costs across purchases, the item master, and OR file, while highlighting the charge in the chargemaster. You 
can easily identify where there are inaccuracies in cost that impact your pricing strategies. 

Trisus Supply can identify improper or missing HCPCS codes in the foundational data that is pushed to 
the claim.  We also find issues where items are linked incorrectly between the item master, OR file, and 
chargemaster that need corrective action to ensure compliant patient billing. Ensuring data gaps are 
eliminated across your systems and coding information is correct provides a higher level of compliance, 
cleaner claims, and revenue integrity.
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The Craneware Group (AIM: CRW.L) is the leader in automated value cycle solutions, collaborating with US 
healthcare providers to plan, execute and monitor operational, financial and clinical performance so these 
leading organizations continue to drive better outcomes for the communities they serve. The Craneware 
Group’s Trisus platform is an efficiency multiplier - automating quality audits, identifying waste, and 
streamlining administrative workflows. Our value cycle management suite includes charge capture, strategic 
pricing, 340B management, claims analytics, patient engagement, revenue recovery and retention, and cost 
and margin intelligence solutions. Learn more at thecranewaregroup.com.

Trisus Supply enhances compliance to improve claim accuracy

Trisus Supply ensures cost to charge accuracy

Quickly identify charge capture  
gaps with Trisus Supply’s  

intuitive dashboard.


